The COMT gene modulates dopamine levels in prefrontal cortex with Met allele carriers having lower COMT enzyme activity and, therefore, higher dopamine levels compared to Val/Val homozygotes. Concordantly, Val/Val homozygotes tend to perform worse and display increased (interpreted as inefficient) frontal activation in certain cognitive tasks. In a sample of 209 participants, we test the hypothesis that Met carriers will be advantaged in a decision-making task that demands sequencing exploratory and exploitive choices to minimize uncertainty about the reward structure in the environment. Previous work suggests that optimal performance depends on limited cognitive resources supported by prefrontal systems. If so, Met carriers should outperform Val/Val homozygotes, particularly under dual-task conditions that tax limited cognitive resources. In accord with these a priori predictions, Met carriers were more resilient in the face of cognitive load, continuing to explore in a sophisticated manner. We fit computational models that embody sophisticated reflective and simple reflexive strategies to further evaluate participants' exploration behavior. The Ideal Actor model reflectively updates beliefs and plans ahead, taking into account the information gained by each choice and making choices that maximize long-term payoffs. In contrast, the Naïve Reinforcement Learning (RL) model instantiates the reflexive account of choice, in which the values of actions are based only on the rewards experienced so far. Its beliefs are updated reflexively in response to observed changes in rewards. Converging with standard analyses, Met carriers were best characterized by the Ideal Actor model, whereas Val/Val homozygotes were best characterized by the Naive RL model, particularly under dual-task conditions.
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Introduction
Effective decision-making requires a balance of exploratory and exploitative behavior (Daw, O'Doherty, Dayan, Seymour, & Dolan, 2006; Cohen, McClure, & Yu, 2007; Hills et al., 2015) . For example, consider the problem of choosing the best route to work. Routes change over time because of construction, changes in traffic patterns, etc. such that one cannot be certain which route is currently best. In this non-stationary environment, one either chooses the best-experienced route so far (i.e., exploit) or tries a route that was inferior in the past but now may be superior (i.e., explore). Which actions a commuter should take in a series of choices is a non-trivial problem as optimal decision-making requires factoring in uncertainty about the state of the environment. An actor who excessively exploits will fail to notice when another action becomes superior. Conversely, an actor who excessively explores incurs an opportunity cost by frequently forgoing the high-payoff option.
Our focus is on the timing of exploratory choices. People should explore when they are uncertain about the state of the environment. Reflective belief-updates do this by incorporating predictions about unobserved changes in the environment. For example, a reflective belief-updater would increase their belief that an inferior route has improved as more time passes since the last observation because it becomes more likely that disruptive construction will have completed. In contrast, a reflexive belief-updater is only informed by direct observations of rewards and, therefore, does not fully utilize environmental structure to update beliefs and guide actions resulting in randomly timed exploratory choices.
This distinction closely echoes contemporary dual-system Reinforcement Learning (RL) approaches in which a reflexive, computationally parsimonious model-free controller competes for
